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China Customs Transfer Pricing Investigations  
 

Observations 

Recently, both the Chinese tax and customs administrations have focused on transfer pricing, 

particularly of multinational companies, and published a number of regulations. Since March 

2016, China's General Administration of Customs (GAC) has announced several adjustments 

to the customs declaration form reporting requirements, requiring importers to disclose related 

party transactions and to confirm whether import prices have been influenced by the 

relationship between the buyer and seller.  On March 2019, China GAC issued guidance (Public 

Notice 58) on the declaration of dutiable royalties (i.e. royalties that must be included in the 

dutiable value of imported goods), an area that has been scrutinized by the Chinese customs 

authorities and fraught with uncertainty. 

In practice, both the tax and customs administrations are increasingly investigating potential 

tax avoidance by China companies with respect to related party transactions. The tax authorities’ 

scrutiny of related party transactions has been enhanced by the “Golden Tax Project Phase III” 

and they also have launched various special investigations. Customs authorities, by leveraging 

the newly established Customs National Supervision Center for Duty Collection for China 

customs' national all-in-one clearance reform, have increased the supervision and monitoring 

of import transactions between related parties, and instructed the Audit Division and Port 

Clearance Division to carry out focused inspections. 

Although both administrations are examining related party transactions more closely, the tax 

and customs authorities have different areas of focus and requirements concerning imported 

goods as the below table: 

 Customs Tax 

Focus and requirement To examine tangible assets 

(import/export prices) and 

related intangible asset 

transfers (such as royalty 

payments) and services, 

with a focus on whether 

each transaction is affected 

by the special relationship 

between the parties and the 

pricing model  

To examine transactions 

involving tangible assets, 

financial assets, intangible 

assets, capital financing, 

services, etc., with a focus on 

whether the transactions are 

at arm's length 

Risk indicators Low import prices 

High gross profits 

Less Custom Duty/Import 

High import prices and low 

export prices;  

Declining local profitability 
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VAT Less Enterprise Income Tax 

Valuation/TP Methods Transaction Value of 

Identical/Similar Goods 

Deductible Value 

Computed Value  

Other reasonable methods 

Comparable Uncontrolled 

Price 

Resale Price Method 

Cost Plus Method 

Transactional Net Margin 

Method & Profit Split 

Method 

 

Database Customs National 

Supervision Center for Duty 

Collection 

Internal International Market 

Price database 

Internal: Golden Tax Project 

Phase III 

Outside: BvD Database 

Recommendations  

Given the increasing inspections of related party transactions, China companies with significant 

imports from related parties may wish to consider taking the following measures:  

Closely monitor changes of policies and business trends. The arm's length principle is the basic 

foundation for customs valuation and transfer pricing, as well as a focus of both authorities 

when examining the rationale underlying related party transactions. China companies should 

closely monitor policy changes to ensure they are compliant with the regulatory requirements. 

China companies also should be aware of common industry practice and determine their 

transfer pricing policies on a reasonable basis. 

Meanwhile, China companies with significant imports shall well prepare the related documents, 

such as group transfer pricing policies, transfer pricing documentation reports, financial 

statements, invoices and cost composition of the imported goods, etc. 

When preparing transfer pricing documentation, China companies may wish to consider the 

perspectives both of the tax and customs authorities, and in this context examine not only the 

group pricing policy but also the status of implementation of the policy. Transfer pricing 

documentation is one of the key records for tax and customs authorities to assess the 

reasonableness of the pricing of related party transactions. As the documentation generally is 

prepared in accordance with tax regulations, the potential impact from the customs valuation 

perspective may be overlooked, particularly with respect to function/risk profile and the 

comparable research. When preparing transfer pricing documentation, China companies also 

may wish to involve the trade compliance team and consider including analysis from the 

customs valuation perspectives, in particular, for the analysis of tangible goods transactions and 

benchmarking on the gross margin. 

 

 


